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Applications Due
For Editorships

FAR-AWAY PLACES it th.
flower decoration schema at the
Sigma Rho Tau House.
Anna Mae Buifo, a member of
the lorority, hat been receiving
flowers during the winter from
her home in Hawaii.
Latest shipment were South Sea
flowers, the "Anthurium," shown
above being arranged by Miss
Bulgo.
They arrive via air mail in two
days time. Previously, Anna Mae
received Hawaiian orchids for her
birthday.

VA Advises
Arrangements
Veterans planning to attend
summer school under the GI Hill
should begin now to nuike necessary arrangements for Veterans
Administration certificates of eligibility, VA advised today.
A veteran already in school under the GI Bill who intends to continue his education this summer in
a different school should apply as
soon as possible for a supplementary certificate of eligibility. VA
pointed out that veterans now in
school under the GI Bill must have
these supplementary certificates
before they can be admitted to
new schools or courses.
IF A VETERAN is not presently in training, hut holds an unused
certificate of eligibility issued before Sept. 1. 1048, he should obtain a new certificate if he plans to
attend school this summer. If he
Jias no certificate of any kind and
plans to enroll in ■ summer school,
he should make application for a
certificate at his nearest VA office.
VETERANS NOW in school
may obtain application forms for
supplementary certificates from
the Registrar's Office at their
schools or from any VA office.
After a veteran has filled out this
aplication he should send it to the
VA regional office having jurisdiction of his present school.
Attention to these details now
will avoid last-minute rushes and
delays, since verification of each
veteran's entitlement is necessary
before VA may pay tuition and
subsistence.

Senate Passes
Smoking Rule
All smoking after April 1 must
be outside University buildings,
the Student Court ruled last Wednesday.
The Court also reminded students that April 1 is the deadline
for registration of new license
plate numbers with Dean Conk
lin's office.
University registration numbers must accompany the
plate registration.
Court action found four students guilty of traffic violations
and fines were meted to offenders.

North Derm Booms
Arch B. Conklin, Dean of Students, stated that North Dorm will
house only two men in a room
next September.
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New AWS Leaders

Applications for three editorships must be in the Journalism
Office by April 6. the Publications
Committee announces.
Applicants must obtain blanks
for applying in the Journalism Office.
Editorships open include:
The Freshman Handbook, summer
editorship of the
BEE GEE
NEWS, and the Student Directory.
Qualifications are: 2.0 cumula
live point average, the llapdbook
Editor must be a sophomore oi
junior; the Directory Editor, junior or senior; Summer Editor of
the NEWS, junior or senior.
(Class rank refers to that which
the student will attain at the end
of the second semester or summer
term.)
Staffs of the Directory and
Handbook will organize this
spring.

Swan Club Prepares
April Water Show
"Aqua Carousel" swings into its
last week of rehearsal as the
Swan Club members prepare for
the opening night, April 7. The
theme for the three-night showing
is centered around a circus including side shows and featured acts.
The physical appearance of the
Natatorium will be suited to that
of a carnival atmosphere by six or
eight large pictures hung on the
wall describing each number of
the pageants.
There will be
dancing girls, clowns, ncriulists,
a ferris wheel, bathing beauties
trained seals, ami many other attractions.
This water carnival will be directed by Miss Iris Andrews with
Dorothy I.uedtke as assistant.
Bob Bashore, English instructor,
will be the narrator.
Admission will be BO cents.
Tickets go on sale today and can
be purchased in the Natatorium
lobby every afternoon from I to
5 p.m. All scats are reserved.

Red Cross Drive
To End April 3
Offering incentives of extra
lates and food prizes, the allcampus Red Cross Drive got under
way Monday, March 28, and will
end April 3. Representatives in
each dorm, sorority and fraternity
house, will accept the contributions. This year's goal is $300.
Dean Audrey K. Wilder has
agreed to permit women students
to take one extra late each for
each dorm or hall which meets
the quota of 25 cents average per
person. Men students will have a
chance of winning food.
Alpha Phi Omega, national service fraternity, is sponsoring the
annual "Ugly Man" contest as a
part of the Drive and will award a
cup to the winner. Votes arc in
the form of coins with all proceeds
going to the Drive. Last year the
contest was won by Jack Stuber
of Kappa Sigma.
Although the goal this year is
only $300, the committee composed of Student Senate members
John Ingersoll and Dot Burger
hope to match last year's $600.
The Newman Club is handling publicity and Student Christian Fellowship, the treasury.
Barrels have been placed in the
Well, Nest, and PA Bldg. to receive contributions from off-campus students and commutors.

A camera's-eye view of Toledo
is available to all who will travel
to the third floor of the Ad Bldg.
to see the display of over 60 outstanding news photographs.
"Pic of the Town" is the theme
behind the exhibit. It represents
a cross-section of news and feature photographs showing Toledo

and its surrounding area. Sports,
familiar scenes, on the spot news,
and human interest pictures make
up most of the display.
Animals and children, always
good photographic material, are
featured in the human interest
class. An unusual representative
of this group is a close-up of the
front view of a cat peering
through a mouse hole. Another
shows Gorgeous George, a wrest-

Senate Lists
Election Date
Sal Guidicc. chairman of the
Elections Committee, has announced the schedule for this
year's remaining nl-campus elections. They are as follows:
Sophomore and junior class officer petitions must be in by April
8; election is April 13.
Senior
and Senate officer petitions must
be in by April 22; election is
April 27.
Names of May Queen candidates should be in by April 211;
election Is May 4.
Names of
Sadie Hawkins Day candidate!
should be in by Mav II; election is
May 11.
Anyone wanting further information should contact Sal at
the Pi Alpha house, or phone
12821.

NEW OFFICERS of lb, Association of Women Student, are, from
left to right: Betsy CurtUa, treasurer! Janice Schreiber, corresponding
secretary! Dorothy Burger, recording ,ecretary; Lee Wylie, president;
Grace Kuienberg, firit vice president! Pat Event, senior representative;
and Rita Sirn, sophomon representative.
Not pictured are Donna Walker, second vice president! and Nancy
Hickenlooper, junior representative.
Lee Wylie, Bowling Green junior, officially became president of
the Association of Women Students for the 1949-50 school year
in an installation ceremony conducted last night in the Her Hall.
The installation was presided
over by the outgoing officers headed by Pres. Mary Martha Buchanan, and attended by the other
members.
Lee was junior class represent:!
tive to AWS this year and served
as a freshman adviser. She is a

Campus To Elect
'Ugliest Man1
The "ugliest man on campus"
will be chosen tomorrow and Friday in the Well by the student
body who will designate its choice
by the number of coins dropped in
the cannister beneath the candidate's picture. This money will go
to the Red Cross campaign.
The contest, sponsored by Alpha
Phi Omega, national service fraternity, was won last year by Jack
Stuber, Kappa Sigma. This year
a cup will be awarded to the organization sponsoring the winner.
Although new this year, the trophy will have last year's results,
and will be roving. It may he
kept one year but must be relinquished to the new winner the following year.

Key Asks Fees
All organizations that have not
already done so, should pay organization fees to the 1919 Key this
week.
All organizations, honoraries,
and clubs except social fraternities and sororities desiring space
in the 1950 Key should send the
name of the organization and the
estimated membership to the Key
Office, basement of the University
School, as soon as possible.

Soph Class Elections
Nomination of officers for next
year's Sophomore Class is the purpose of tonight's Freshman Class
meeting at 6 p.m. in the Main
Auditorium, announced Jerry Martin, class president.

member of Alpha Gamma Delta
social sorority, SCF, WRA Board,
Comte Club, Dance Club, Key
staff, and is on the Dean's List.
Grace Kusenberg was elected
t'nst vice president. Grace served
as second vice president this year
and is a member of Alpha Chi
Omega. Her other activities have
included treasurer of Williams
Hall, the Key, officer in Emerson
Literary Society, Kappa Delta Pi,
FTA, SCF, and the Dean's List.
Donna Walker, sophomore, was
elected second vice president.
She has served as recording secretary for AWS, Book and Motor
secretary, Key staff, Quill Type,
Social Sub-Committee vice president, the Dean's List, and a Delta
Gamma officer.
Betsy Curtiss, sophomore, was
installed ns treasurer. A member
of Alpha Phi, she was AWS corresponding secretary this year,
a member of WRA, Physical Education Club, has served on the Social Sub -Committee, and the
Dean's List.
Dorothy Burger, freshman Delta Gamma pledge, is recording secretary. She is a member of Student Senate, WRA, and the Physical Education Club.
Janice Schreiber, freshman Alpha Phi pledge, and member of
the Kohl Hall House Board is corresponding secretary.
Class representatives include
Pat Evans, senior; Nancy Hickenlooper, junior; and Rita Sirn,
sophomore.
Pat is Alpha Gamma Delta
house chairman and treasurer.
Other activities include Beta Pi
Theta, A Cappella Choir, German
Club, and the Dean's List.
Nancy is a Delta Gamma and
has served on the houseboard. A
Dean's List students, she has
served on the SCF board, Key
staff, and ACE.
Rita is a Gamma Phi Beta
pledge and is a member of Treble
Clef and the Newman Club.
The following women were
named to serve on installation
committees for the Association of
Women Students: Betsy Curtiss,
invitations; Shirley Norman, refreshments; Mary Jo Bame, properties; Nancy Nelson, flowers;
and George Ann Scott, clean-up.

60 Blade Pictures Depict Toledo Scenes
By MARGARET THOMAS

33rd Year

ler, having his hair done by his
valet.
Firemen fighting a blaze at the
Toledo Equipment & Supply Co.
is an example oi on the spot news.
Sports pictures include a high
school basketball game and the annual Glass Bowl football classic.
This is the first time the exhibit
has been shown outside of Toledo.
It was formerly at the Toledo Mu-

seum of Art. All of the pictures
were taken by staff members of the
Toledo Blade and Toledo Times.
Most of them appeared recently
in these newspapers, and some
have taken prizes in photography
contests.
The display, sponsored by Delta
Sigma and Sigma Phi, journalism
honoraries, will be taken down tonight.

Max Eastman, whose "Enjoyment of Living" is the first volume
of a planned three-volume autobiography, will appear here on
Sunday, April 3, at 3 p.m. in the
Main Auditorium. The program
is open to the public without
charge.
Mr. Eastman tells why he enjoys life so much in, "Enjoyment
of Living." which has been de-

Two One-Acts
|() 06 Pr©$Oflf©c/

MAX EASTMAN
scribed as "perhaps the most outspoken autobiography since Rousseau's Confessions."
The author nnd authority not
only on living, laughter, and poetry, but on Russia, past and present, was born in Gnnnndaigua,
New York, in a ministers' home—
both his parents were ministers!

*

*

*

MAX EASTMAN inherited his
Two one-act comedies directed
by students in play directing class mother's "joy of living" and a deIt was in
will be presented in the Rec Hall sire for adventure.
search of "adventure" that he
tonight at 8.
The plays arc, "The Woman went West ns a young man during
Who Understood Men," directed a summer of his college dnys to
by Bob Schwyn, and "Suppressed wash buggies for a dollar nnd a
Desires," directed by Jim Lim- half a day and to scrub floors in
hacher. The playbill is sponsored the Los Angeles Library for a
by the Workshop Players and the quarter a scrubbing.
He returned home after these
directing class.
Plays .were selected from the Community Dra- impecunious "adventures" to Williams College and when he was
ma Service Library.
In the cast of "The Woman graduated, it was with a Phi Beta
Who Understood Men" arc Jean- Knppa distinction. After graduanine Forrest, Howard Ehreman, tion he moved to New York, to
Jean Hagerty, Jane Sowden, and Greenwich Villege, where he was
soon established as one of the
Gary Wilson.
leaders of the "young intellcctu"Suppressed Desires" cast in- ' als" of the time.
cludes Pat Boiler, Dick Doll, and
He became an instructor in philPeg Childs.
osophy at Columbia University,
Technical work is under the di- under John Dewey, who, though
rection of John Burger, Natalie
one of the world's greatest philWoodin, Johh Burbridge, Gwen osophers, was so inept at putting
Clark, and Ramon Marshall.
his thoughts down on paper, that
No Ac cards will be needed to young Eastman helped him ami
attend the performance, open to corrected his manuscripts.
the public without charge.
• • *
FROM TEACHING, Mr. East$5,000 Fire Strikes
man turned to writing and editing
for ten years he was editor
Annex 4. North Dorm and
of "The Masses" and "The Liberator." He was, during that time,
Shortly after publication of a
the foremost defender of the SoviBEE GEE NEWS editorial on the et experiment after the Bolshevik
local fire hazard, a $5,000 flash
Revolution in 1917, and it was he
fire broke out in Annex 4, North
who sent John Reed to Russia,
Dorm.
resulting in Reed's writing of the
Twenty students escaped the famous "Ten Days That Shook
flaming annex, salvaging only the the World."
clothing that they were wearing.
In 1922, Mr. Eastman went to
Ralph Chapman, North Dorm Russia h i m s e 1 f , staying long
proctor, said flames shot out from enough to learn the language, to
a gas heater and quickly spread study the Soviet regime and to
around the room of the frame write "History of the Russian
building.
Revolution." After leaving RusDaniel Vilt, freshman, was sia in 1924, Mr. Eastman wrote
treated in Johnston Hospital for a "Since Lenin Died," in which he
badly-lacerated hand from falling exposed Stalin's conspiracy to
glass.
seize personal power. Two years
Students are being housed in after that he published the astonother men's dormitories on cam- ishing "Lenin's Testament," in
pus. Alpha Phi Omega, national which Lenin gave a warning to his
service fraternity has placed a do- party against Stalin. Stalin's renation box in the "Well" to help ply was to call Max Eastman a
replace burned books and belong- "gangster of the pen."
ings. Up to Friday night, $18 was
• • •
collected. Goal for the fund is
FOR YEARS, Mr. Eastman con$120.
tinued to defend the Soviet experiment, although he regarded Stalin
Debate Squad Meets as an enemy of its true development and it wasn't until 1933 that
Houghton College
he stopped lecturing on Russia because of his doubts.
The University debate squad
It was in 1941 that Mr. Eastman
will meet Houghton College of
New York State tonight at 7:30. wrote "Socialism and Human NaThere will be two debates to be ture," which was published in the
made under the Oregon Style, "New Leader" and published
which makes use of the cross-ques- again in the "Reader's Digest"
and in which he stated that the
tion method, in rooms 300 and 301
failure of the Soviet experiment
of the Ad Bldg.
Students are invited to attend. was due to "the incompatibility of
a state-owned economy with human freedom."
Play Try outs
At the present time, Mr. Eastman is a roving editor for the
Tryouta for "The Purple
"Reader's Digest" and is on a
Phoenix" by Sidney Freeman
cross-country tour. Mr. Eastman
are scheduled for tonight and
lectures on such subjects as "Potomorrow night from 7 to 0:30
etry In the Age of Science," "Enin 103A. Scripts are on rejoyment of Laughter," and "Russerve in the Library.
sia's Foreign Policy and How to
Meet It."

Treble Clef Arouses Curiosity During Tour
By JIM SPONSELLER
On a New Orleans corner recently, a croup of women huddled
about what appeared as an accident to pedestrians, so they joined
the crowd with curiosity.
One
woman managed to pry her way to
the center of the mob where she
wns greeted by a short, distin
was greeted by a short, ili.-tm
"Could I help you, madam?"
This was Dr. James Paul Kennedy whose Bowling Green Treble
Clef group of 68 women never
failed to arouse the curiosity of
bystanders during their 10-day
singing tour of the South. One
would think that between concerts, the battalion of Ohio vocalists would attempt to see everything- they could—and they did.
Via the Falcon bus and three
cars, the chorus breezed through
performances at Wapakoneta, 0.,
Danville, Ky., Sweetwater, Tenn.,
and came to a stop atop Lookout

Mountain where they serenaded
three states with "Chattano.ign
Choo-Choo."

• • •

IN ALABAMA, the sightseers
tramped through cotton mills,
plantations and the home of Jefferson Davis. The arrival of a
few of the women at the Capitol
Bldg. in Montgomery hurriedly
brought "K'ssin' Jim" Folsom to
the scene. "I took down my huir
just for the occasion," said one of
the vocalists, "hut the Governor
didn't even pucker."
Spring was in bloom in Pujisacola, Fla., as the choraleers dabbled their toes in the Gulf. Dr.
Kennedy had no trouble disposing
of his feminine crew as the
Navy took over. They dined III
the Bachelor Officer's Quarters on
the traditional southern ham and
candied yams.
"That's what I like about the
"Such hospitality. They took us
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Qoljf Go44AA+ Qnae+U...
Spring is here and many a young man's fancy
is lightly turning to the golf course. Golf Is a
great sport and we at Bowling Green University
are very fortunate in having a golf course where
we can dub around free of charge, but along
with this privilege there are certain responsibilities that all students must accept if they expect the golf course to remain in good condition.
The main thing that all students must remember at this lime of the year is: "KEEP OFF THE
GREENS!
Monday, while chasing the ball
around the course, we noticed four people in
front of us and two behind us
SUGGESTIONS who continually walked back
and forth across the greens
MADE FOR
completely Ignoring the "Stay
GOLF COURSE Off" signs.
These are the
same people who will be
heard next month saying, "I can't see why these
greens aren't in better shape."
While on the subject of golf, we would like to
suggest that the Athletic Dept. put into effect
some rules concerning the University golf course.
Many townspeople are using the golf course absolutely free, but students certainly don't play
free at the City course. A small shack should
be set up near No. 1 tee and all students should
be required to show their Ac Cards when (hey
want to use the course, and other persons re
quired to pay a small sum. This would also
make it possible to see that no more than four
people played together at one time. The small
sum paid by other people using the course might
make up the amount required to pay students
hired for this iob.
The Athletic Dept. may have a better idea
than this but something should be done to make
sure thai the golf course isn't ruined. If we are
fortunate enough to have this luxury, let's keep
ill

(IONAL

• •

•

IN NEW ORLEANS, the scheduled radio broadcast did not materialize. Again the women abandoned their diet charts and headed for the renowned Antoine's

fttwnwM
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Bowling Green cars were casualties of the recent New York exodus along with three Injuries,
much walking and disgusted personnel left
along the "road to romance"- -two of the cars
were total losses—one of them before the trip
anyway . . .
POME:
Two little goldfish, swimming in a bowl
And making plans for other*.
Till one remarked, with humor droll.
"Hey. I'll bel we're brothers!"

SUPER-SPECIAL AWARD DIVISION
(praise and such):
The bucket o' suds and carton of tobacco flowers to the Freshman class foi the dance Saturday
night even if the decorations did fall down . . .
to Alpha Phi Omega, national service fraternity
for their collection efforts on behalf of the North
Annex students to replace their burned books . . .
DIRE'S DESIRE:

DIRE'S IRE:
Ashes in the coffee to Professors, et. al., who
persisted in giving tests during the week of youknow-what—it's the prof's privilege but it's also
a student's privilege to gripe—and two dead
petunias to D. for neglecting to turn in a column
last week . . .
The English were eager for the lights to go on
all over the world—they should see Bee Gee's
latest electricity bill . . .
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Of Eva Jessye Singers
By NANCY NELSON

At the bottom of the program for the Eva Jessye Choir
concert there appeared in small print, "Over direction is studiously avoided so the quality of spontaneity may be retained."
Many years of work and consequent success underly this pronouncement.
Eva Jessye, conductor and originator of her choral group
has obviously achieved a very comfortable way of presenting a program, to leave her audience with a
feeling of satisfaction. An interview with Miss Jessye leaves her
interviewer feeling the same way.

•

Dire Consequences

PASS:

Newspaper Association

where eight French waiters put on
an exciting exhibition of throwing
flaming Cherry Jubilee about the
room. As in most restaurants, the
chorus serenaded the cooks and
waiters who took their bows graciously and promised to place the
Treble Clef's picture on the wall
with those of other renowned
guests.
The only audience to stand durng the singing of the Bowling
Green Alma Mater was at Tougaloo College in Mississippi.
Though several luncheons were
given for the guests, it was discovered that the students of this
small Negro institution would
probably have less to eat for several days in order for the college
to finance the concert.

NO TOUR is complete without
a bus breakdown. Five minutes
out of Tougaloo, the bus puttered
to the side of the road and the
passengers dismounted. The
Treble Clef walked down the highway with expectations, of a hasty
repair job. However, a phone call
Things sure are lookin' bright
back to the bus after walking sevSince the "Purity Polea" are 111 at night . . .
, cral miles revealed that it would
be hours before the repairs could
KINGS AND QUEENS:
be finished. So now we find the
Bright spot of the week- Flossie Beer of "Ah Howling Green Treble Clef loungWilderness" fame ringed to Bob Randels . . . ing in the sun in n cotton field,
piriochle decks from
and the glittering gilts to Susan Cuvala from fashioning
road maps. Passing motorists had
lack Godfrey . . . Colleen Ruggles*pinned to a tough time figuring that one out.
Wayne Burns of " Stray Greek" accord . . . and
After eight hours the bus was
a much-belated-wedding announcement — Dick again
on the road—this time for a
Bloom last August to hometown-ite Helen Ney 24-hour jaurit to Crawfordsville,
. . . Don Wuescher pinned Louise Segince, ex- Ind. As the bus passed from the
Baldwin Wallace-esser . . . "Twink" Barber land of budding trees to that of
pinned at closed formal Saturday night by Don cold and snow, the versatile Dr.
Thomas . . . spring must be around pins are Kennedy entertained the weary
being replaced by rings and rings by wedding travelers with bedtime stories.
bands—of course, there's also an unpinned diThe women exercised their vovision which is written in black ink on black cal attributes freely as they repaper . .. Ohio State-berger Keith Clayton ringed turned to Bowling Green on March
Grace Shlffer . . . Interesting Item No. something 14. Loaded down with candy, a
or other—Vern Dunham, Bruce Bellard, and Jim stalk of bananas, and antiques,
Whittaker will soon be officially and legally the the director waved goodbye to his
subject of press releases when the coaching staff choral group at his home, only to
find that his wife was waiting at
is announced for football season . . . and another the campus.
-according to inaccurate figures compiled from
A general comment of all inthe window of a '34 Chevy by a bewhiskered
volved: "Of course we're flunking
and bewildered Falcon fan a total of eight now, but the trip was worth it."

Standing at the right hand of the minister at
the Methodist Church Sunday -dressed In aqua
colored silk dress, black pumps and big eyes—
leannine Forrest—Chicago's donation to brighter
things for brighter people . . .

Bee Qee Aew*
MraiitNiiD ro«

South," sai.l one songstress,
aboard an aircraft carrier and after the concert, had a dance in our
honor. Did I meet any admirals?
I was with a lieutenant, I'll have
you know."
The caravan moved on to Mobile, Ala., where they ate at the
famous Constantine's.
Besides
being a perfectionist in music, Dr.
Kenney is rapidly becoming a connoisseur of fine foods. He invariably tastes each different dish as
it is set before one of his singers especially if it's shrimp cocktail.
His, followers suspect someday to
find him writing a book called
"Comparative Shrimp Cocktail
From Coast to Coast."

Hard Work Ma

Qde(i) % Spsustf...
Spring has been idealized by poets the world
over since the dawn of recorded history. Not
wishing to be a wet blanket, we do think that it
is time that someone began looking at spring
realistically instead of using it as an emotional
outlet for sentiment.
For instance, what has the spring season
brought to BGSU? Purity poles, for one thing.
Topped off with frosted glass, these street lights
are supposed to cool'off romanticist movements.
What else has spring brought to the campus to
heckle Bowling Green students? Mid-terms. 'Nuff
said.
Then there ;s always the fellow who finally
finds "the right one." His head is not only in
the clouds, he has to stoop over to reach the top
of the Empire State Bldg. and the peak of Mr.
Everest. Most sad.
So who said spring was something to be enjoyed? Let's face it. Things are tough all over
this season, as well.

"Hamlef" To Be
Most Elaborate
University Play
Costuming and over-all production of the University Theatre's
"Hamlet" April 20 marks the presentation as one of the most elaborate ever undertaken on the Bowling Green campus.
Staging of the play includes five
complete sets, 12 scene changes,
and approximately 50 costumes
with changes, selected music and
special sound and lighting effects.
Individual sets for the production including the scene he lore the
castle on a platform, a room of
state, another section of the platform, the garden scene and the
churchyard scene, were designed
by Prof. Frederic G. Walsh, of the
Speech Dept., and erected under
the supervision of John Nagy,
chief technical director.
The most difficult setting in the
play from the point of construction is the throne room, featuring
a stage within a stage for the enactment of the players scene. All
scenery is heing erected in 20foot sections with five weeks required for construction.
Despite the size and multiplicity
of the settings only 6-30 seconds
will be required for scene changes.
The professional costumes foi
the production were designed with
the supervision of play director
Whitford Kane and are being preuared by the Raves Costume
House of New York, one of America's outstanding costumiers.
All costumes will have such accourtments as jeweled dagger
belts, jeweled crowns, scepterr,,
and pendants designating official
office or position among the characters.
Mr. Kane will design his own
costume as the 1st gravedigger
and those of the two pages and
2nd gravedigger will also be prepared at the university.
The musical background for the
production, under the direction of
Miss Martha Watt, was selected
from the works of Shostakovich,
Hoist, Tschaikdvsky, Respighi, and
Richard Strauss.

Delta Phi Beta
Dance Closed
Delta Phi Beta Club is not
sponsoring an all-campus dance
Friday as reported on Page 3.
The dance is a closed affair. The
error was discovered too late to
correct.

BOB STRIPPEL, past president
of SCF, congratulates Eva Jessye
on the fine program given last
Thursday. Student Christian Fellowship gave the Choir a banquet
in the Commons recently.

Dates Listed
For Students
To Register
Summer pre-registration will be
held at 6 p.m. April 11 in the following areas:
Education, Main Auditorium;
Business Administration, PA Auditorium; and Liberal Arts, Rec
Hall.
No student on campus will be
permitted to register other than
on the evening of April 11 unless
he is:
A senior who has been delayed
in preparation of his schedule because of desiring an appointment
with his academic dean or a graduate awaiting an appointment
with Dr. Shuck.
These students may register
Saturday mornings heginning
April 9.
Final registration including the
filling out of all cards, and payment of fees will begin June 1
and be completed June 13 by 4
p.m.
Plans For Fall Registration
Seniors expecting to graduate
in January, June, and August of
1960 are asked to make appointments with their academic deans
from the period April 20 to May
26.
All other students will be asked
to report, at places to be designated later, on May 12 and 13 from
6 to 8:30 p.m. and May 14 from
8:30 a.m. until noon.

Apology Due
To Men Living
At North Dorm
The recent article, "Office Arranges Fall Housing" appeared
repeatedly in the last three issues
Of the BEE GEE NEWS with a
rather conspicuous error.
We
blush to mention it but amends
must be made to women, pardon
me, to men living at North Dorm
and Annexes.
The second paragraph tells
when men living in various dormitories should apply for on-campus
accommodations at the Office of
Dean of Students.
But the article also states when
women residing at Shatzel, Williams. Kohl, North Dorm, and
North Annexes should apply.
Please, women do not live at
North Dorm and Annexes I Remember our dear, beloved parents
back home. It might prove extremely embarassing to them
when they address letters to their
fond daughters at North Dorm
and Annexes.
So, all residents of Womens'
Bldg. should report to the office
of Dean of Students, March 31,
to apply for 1949-50 on-campus
accommodations.
To all who suffered through this
error, ten thousand times we crave
thy pardons. Behold our head is
at thy feet and we are but dust. .

—

She is a very business-like person, who doesn't waste many
words on unimportant things, yet
she is smiling and indulgent of the
whims of a college reporter.
To Miss Jessye, a college engagement isn't a mere "stop over."
She prefers this type of engagement because in her own words.
"college student* are very responsive and they know what the program means."
She strives to present each concert in such a way that it seems
very informal and spontaneous.
Her reason for this is to keep alive
the beautiful spirituals in their
proper form.
The cellist, Marion Cumbo, smiling all the while, told this roving
reporter that in the old days,
spirituals were sung when people
felt like singing them. Eva Jessye
does not direct them formally because they would become "too
musical" and lose their appeal.
The Choir has toured from coast
to coast, and sung at many colleges all the way.
Miss Jessye
named Dartmouth, St. Marys.
Notre Dame. Kent. Colgate, Baldwin-Wallace, University of Minnesota, University of Utah, and Purdue among them.
There were ten singers in the
group, each coming from a different state, and a different college.
Miss Jessye calls her choir a
"showcase for singers." She says
the performers change quite frequently because, they take positions with other musical organizations, opera companies or as concert artists.
She said that the
choir was, for many, a stepping
stone into the professional music
field.
Eva Jessye attended three colleges: the University of Oklahoma,
Western University in Kansas,
and Wilberfcrce College where she
received her Master's Degree 411
Music.
When I asked her how she was
inspired to, start the choir, she
said that her own musical family
developed her interest in group
singing. She has been directing
choirs since she was 12 years old,
and her own group for 25 years.

Annual Meeting
For Educators
Planned April 9
The Annual Spring Teacher-Administrator Conference, sponsored
by the BGSU Department of
Education and the Toledo Alpha
Nu field chapter of Phi Delta Kappa, will be held Saturday, April 9,
in the University School Gymnasium. The theme of the conference will be "Special Education
and Its Relation to the Administrator and the Teacher."
Dr. Herschel Lltherland, Dean
of the School of Education, will
preside and Dr. Wendell Wright,
Dean of the School of Education
at the University of Indiana, will
give the main address on "Teacher-Administrator Problems of Special Education."
Three discussion periods are
also scheduled from 11:00 a.m. to
12:16 p.m. Miss Martha Gesling,
assistant professor of education,
will lead the first discussion on
"The Slow Learner," in room 804
University School.
The second
discussion, "The Educationally Retarded," will be led by Mr. William
Wagner, assistant professor of
education, in 314 University
Education, in 314 University
School. Dr. James B. McQuown,
associate professor of education,
will lead the last discussion on
"The Gifted Child,' 'in 307 University School.
A staff meeting will be held
from 1:80 p.m. to 2:80 p.m. in the
University School Gym to discuss
"Problems of Ohio in Relation to
Special Education." A summary
of morning meetings, from 2:80
p.m. to 8:00 p.m., wil conclude the
conference.

Delta Phi Beta
Will Sponsor Dance

Venui and /JpxUU
—

By

—
JANET DUNSON

IRIS IRWIN
New officers of Alpha Chi Omega sorority are: Norma Lawrence,
president; Dottie Totoiu, first vice
president; Mary Herge, second
vice president; Lois Glasgo, recording secretary; Betty Coen,
corresponding: secretary ; and
Mary Lou Greer, treasurer.
Kappa Delta and Sigma Chit
held an exchange dinner last Wednesday evening.
Chi O m • ( a undergraduates
held a "'Southern Ball" for their
senior members on Saturday evening, March 19
The "Sophisticates" furnished the musical entertainment and refreshments were
served in the Greek house afterwards.
Two new pledges to Alpha Gamma Delta sorority are Julie Ralph
and
Geraldine Sauder.
Jean
Brown was recently pledged to
Gamma Phi Bata.
Alpha Phi pledge officers follow:
Gloria Von Kennel, president;
Wilma Hause, vice president; Janice Shreiber, secretary; Emily
Bozely, treasurer; Ruth Wohlfort,
scholarship; Jean Hillikcr, social
chairman; Diana Totter, music;
and Jean Hnuri, quarterly reader.
Alpha Gamma Deltas held a tea
in honor of their pledge class on
Tuesday, March 22.
Mrs. James Neary. Chi Omaia
chapter visitor from Miami, Florida, spent several days recently at
the local chapter on campus.
Gene Harms is the newly elected
president of the Pi Kappa Alpha
pledge class. Other officers are:
Bill Stough, vice president; Dick
Zeiglcr, secretary; Herb Sios.
PHI ALPHA CHI
Merle John and Otis Block, two
recent
graduates
of
Bowling
Green were guest speakers at the
last Wednesday meeting of Phi
Alpha ('hi, accounting honorary.
Both are now employed as accountants and told of their experiences in this field since graduating.
Nominations of officers for next
year's group will be held at the
next meeting on April 13.

treasurer; and George Van Blyenburgh, social chairman.
Pledge officers of Gamma Theta
Nu fraternity are Andrew Hallahan, president; Joseph Carberry.
secretary; and Joseph Speciale,
treasurer.
Alpha Tau Omega fraternity
held a night club party last Friday
night at their house for Alpha Chi
Omega sorority. Jim Limbachcr
was chairman of the affair with
Dick Doll and Al Russo assisting
him.
Two serenades were held by
Phi Delta fraternity last week.
One was in honor of Marian t'allaway, a Gamma Phi Beta pledge,
pinned to Bob Buchanan, and the
other was for Jackie Dohm, a
Delta Gamma pledge pinned to
Chuck Woodfill.
Pledge class president of Phi
Delia is Bob Weaver. The fraternity pledges entertained Dalta
Gamma pledges last Friday night
at their house.
Theta Chi fraternity will hold
its annual closed dance, the Birthday Ball, at the DoMolay Hall'next

Saturday night. A buffet lunch
will be served in their lounge after
the dance.
Pledge class of Pi Thata fraternity entertained actives and their
dates at a party last Friday night
at their house.
Dalta Tau Dalta fraternity held
an exchange dinner with Dalta
Gamma sorority last Wednesday.
Correction: Alpha Xi Dalta sorority entertained Kappa Sigma
fraternity at a party last Fridaynight and not March 11 as was
previously reported.
A cafe
theme was used in the decorations.

YMCA Director
Speaks April 6
Mrs. Rosa Moody, assistant director of the Toledo YWCA, will
speak in the Rec Hall at 8:1B p.m.
Wednesday, April 6.
She will discuss job opportunities, recreational facilities, clubs,
and housing in community
YWCA's.
Those who desire a personal

Civil Service Gives
Exam For Teachers
U.S. Civil Service Commission
has announced an examination for
Teacher
and
Teacher-Adviser,
from which positions in the Bureau of Indian Affairs. Department
of the Interior, will be filled. The
positions are located in various
sections of the country where Indian schools are situated.
Interested persons may obtain
information and application forms
at most post offices, from civilservice regional offices, or by willing to the U.S. Civil Service Commission, Washington 25, D. C.
Gets Article Publiahod
An article by Dr. Robert II ubach, assistant Knglish professor,
appears in the current issue of the
"Indiana Magazine of History."
The article deals with Indiana's
literary visitors during the nineteenth century, including Wash-

Club News
AMATEUR RADIO CLUB
Falcon's Amateur Radio Club
will meet tonight in 200S.
KNGLISH DEIT.

Students Inspect
Toledo Factory

p.m. may sign up in the Student
Christian Fellowship Office.

BRIDGE CLUB
Bridge Club will meet in the
Laboratory School Gym Monday,
April 4, at 7 p.m.
UNITARIAN FELLOWSHIP
Dr. Frank Mescrve, of the Biology Dept., will Bddress the next
meeting of the Unitarian Fellowship on the subject, "A Biologist
Looks at Evolution," Sunday evening, April 3, at 7:30 in Studio
B, PA Bldg. Refreshments will
be served.
ington Irving, Abraham Lincoln,
Robert Louis Stevenson, and Matthew Arnold.

K\Ai<HAO0K£ tW! c^vs-.

CiftZti
Open 12:46 Daily

Fri., Sat.

April 1-2

Isn't It Romantic
with Veronica Lake
p|Mt

The Marauders
with Wm. Coyd

Sayi Marmaduke Moth
Of hit dead dad—
"The way he died
Males all moths mad1
He flew away
Riled with delight
We found him dead
Filled with Monitel"

'As Hopalong Cassidy'
Sun., Mon.

Geology Classes
Visit Grand Rapids

C. S. Stoneking, chairman of
the Engineering Drawing Dept,,
and W. E. Singer, chairman of the
Physics Dept., accompanied 54
pre-engineering students and physicB majors on a field trip to Toledo
last Thursday. They visited the
Willys-Overland factory.

Council Elects
New Officers
Officers were elected at a joint
meeting of the Fraternity Advisory Council and the Interfraternity Council, held March 211.
The following men were elected
to head the Advisory Council: Dr.
Frank Mescrve, president; Mr.
Harmon Voskuil, vice president;
and Mr. William Schlendcr, secretary.
Dr. Charles Barrell, program
Chairman, led a jrroup discussion
on the role »f the faculty adviser
in fraternity activities.

FLOWER GIFTS

with Lionel Barrymore and
Richard Widmark

We Deliver

Tue., Thur». April 5-7

Phone 5734

That Wonderful
Urge
WE
CATER

LYRIC
Fri., Sat.

April 1-2

Clubs Schedule Meetings
ASSOCIATION OF
WOMEN STUDENTS
Election of officers for the Association of Women Students was
held Tuesday, March 22, in the
Well.
The officers installed last night
in the Recreation Hall are: Lee
Wylie, president; Grace Kusenbcrg, first vice president; Donna
Walker, second vice president;
Dorothy Burger, recording .secretary; Elizabeth Curtiss, treasurer;
and Janice Schreiber, corresponding secretary.
Libby Earnest is senior representative; Nancy Hickenlooper,
junior representative; and Rita
Sim, sophomore representative.
CHEMICAL JOURNAL CLUB
The Chemical Journal Club is
sponsoring a Saturday morning
broadcast at 11:30 over station
WRSM. The program, which is in
its third week, features current
finding in the field of chemistry.
EMERSON LITERARY SOCIETY
A panel discussion on "The Filibuster" will be held at the next
meeting of Kmerson Literary Societv, Monday night at 7 p.m. in 208
PA Bldg.

OFFCAMPUS CLUB
The Off-Campni Club will meet
at 7\'Mt Thursday in the Lab
School (iym.
FUTURE TEACHERS
OF AMERICA
Officers of the Future Teachers
of America for next fall's term
were elected March 21.
The
electees will aid the present officers for the remainder of this
year.
Elected are:
Kileen
Pasco,
president; Howard Douglas, vice
president; Patricia O'Connell, secretary; Allen Hoot, treasurer;
Marilyn Hook, corresponding secretary; Robert Stout, historian;
Janice Herbert, librarian; and Joe
Becker, publicity secretary.
SICMA PHI
Sigma Phi, journalism honorary,
had a coke hour in the faculty
room of the Nest March 24, in
honor of Libby Karnest who was
pledged to the organization.
Dean Wilder and Dean McFall
were guests, as well as the journalism faculty members, Sigma
Phi members, and other women

journalism majors.

SNACK
insist on

CAIN'S

Randall's Bakery

MARCELLE POTATO

Quality Pastries

CHIPS

"The Bakery that
bakes to sell again"
186 S. Main St
Phone 6471

331 No. Main

TO

•

Open 2:16 Sat.

ALL WAS WELL at the Freaaman "Neptune Frolic" la.I w.abend—until dacorationt, part of which ara ihown above, fall down.

For That

Down to The Sea
In Ships

with Tyrone Power and
Gene Tierney

Nf»|

HOUSE OF
FLOWERS
CORSAGES

April 3-4

Wednesday. March 30. 1949

"Neptune Frolic''

Topping the list of social events
this week is the all-campus dance
in the University School Gymnasium from 9 to 12 Friday evening.
April 1. The dance is sponsored
by Delta Phi Beta.
Also scheduled for Friday is the
final game of the annual Bridge
Tournament being held at the Alpha Gamma Delta House.
A Disc Dance sponsored by the
Freshman Social Committee, from
9 to 12, will be held in the Women's Gym Friday. At 7 and 9
p.m., movies of the Olympics will
be shown in the PA Auditorium.
The North Dorm Dance in the
Women's Bldg. from 9 to 12 is the
lead social event for Saturday
night.
Movie for Saturday is,
"The Dolly Sisters." to be presented in the PA Auditorium at 7 and
9 p.m.
Max Eastman, well-known author, will speak Sunday, April 3, in
the Main Auditorium at 3 p.m.

The petroleum jceolojjy classes
of Prof. Virfcil Baker visited oil
fields near Gram! Rapids, Mich.,
recently.
Professor Raker plans to take
his historic jreolojjy classes to inspect the silica deposits at Silica,
Ohio, and later in April to the Museum of Paleontology at the University of Michigan.

conference with her from 2 to 6
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The Denver Kid

LAR0E
PARTIES
AND

with Allan "Rocky" Lane

BANQUETS

HOUSEHOLD
APPLIANCES

Who has the new Speidel Golden Chord Wotchbracelet?

Golden Chord Mbrace^'

for

Open 2:16 Sun.

Sun., Mon.

April 3-4

Escape
with Rex Harrison and
Peggy Cummings

RADIO REPAIR
"And promise to take her to
dinner once a week at...

(Prdtr.) Tn inctuJ J)

Open 6:46
Tue., Thurs

April 5-7

Univerfi
Crazy? You bet we are . . . about the
new SPEIDEL Golden Chord . . a
Sf>&;</elSand7 *V^X
golden charmer that will work magic on
To matvli pouf yellow, pin-, or vhite
the appearance of any lady "a watch? And
gold watch, $9.95 (Feccral Tu incIudeJ).
you can attach it in a jiffy?

The Farmers
Daughter
with Loretta Young and
Joseph Cotten
plus

Block Heads

NEW RADIO SETS

We

also demonstrate

Tele-

vision receivers in Fraternity
and Sorority Houses without

fbrntfty- 6r*n

VtWe friends Meet and ftepeat/

and

'9.95

Klever's Jewelry Store

putting

the

obligation.

party

to

any

PTionality Portroiti

Busy Bee Gee Bee Beams
Activities To Student Senate
By JANE CARLTON
Pounding the gravel for attention, is Student Senate President
Barbara Provost, every Monday
evening. Busy revising the constitution, the Senate is really moving this semester under Barb's
leadership.
Bom in Marion, this busy senior attended high school in the
tiny town of Denmark, and after
working for civil service for two
and a half years, she came to Bee
Gee in 1945. Her first two years
in college were quiet and not too
filled with activity, but Barb has
made up for this during her laHt
year.
She is also president of
Panhcllenic, a member of Alpha
Gamma Delta sorority, Book and
Motor, and several honoraries.
Besides going to CIHSHCS, studying, and practice teaching, Barb

manages to keep house and cook
for her husband, Jim Provost, who
is majoring in Industrial Arts.
The story of their courtship is
interesting indeed, and especially
the first time they met. It happened at 5 in the morning on a
train going toward Columbus two
years ago.
Barb was heading
home for the weekend, and so was
Jim.
They played cards and
talked in a sleepy fashion little realizing they would meet on the

SCF Chooses
Maholm For Proxy
Dick Maholm will succeed Bob
Strippel as president of Student
Christian Fellowship for the 194(150 school year.
An entire new
cabinet was chosen at the organization's election last Tuesday.
Dick is a sophomore from New
Philadelphia, Ohio in the College
of Liberal Arts, and is a member
of the Delta Phi Beta Social Club.
He is an Episcopalian.
The results of the election are:
Dick Maholm president; Sibyl
Bragg, first vice president; Dick
Barnes, Sunday program chairman; Shirley Spoon, secretary;
Maxine Stokes, second vice president.
Sponsoring group representatives: -Jeanetto Whitman, Baptist; Bob Whetstone, Disciples;
Bob Lanzer, Evangelical and Reformed; Dick Lenhart, Methodist; Harold Smith, YMCA; Annabelle Sparling, Congregational;
Pat Webster, Episcopal; Paul
Alexander,
Evangelical
United
Brethren; Harold Lee; Presbyterian; Ana Luisa Krieger, YVVCA.
The newly-elected cabinet will
serve an apprenticeship for nine
weeks. The new members will be
installed at the last SCK meeting,
May 22, and will serve until next
May.

BARBARA PROVOST
train going hack In school.
Hut
they did, and then thine;* really
started popping!

* •

•

THEIR UNIVERSITY apartment is fixed with taste and Barb
is not only a busy student and
wife, but a housemother t<> two
students who live with them.
Following graduation Barb plans
to teach commercial subjects in a
high school. She will receive degrees in both business ad and business education in June.
Though she has little time for
hobbies, she enjoys knitting gloves
und mittens and taking in spectator sports.
Looking back OV*l the pail tout
years, Barb says, "It seems that
good things are always happening
to me. My college days have been
fruitful and full of happy experiences. I almost wish June weren't
around the corner!"

WH1TEHOUSE HAMBURGER
SHOP
YOU ARE ALWAYS
WELCOME
ALL TYPES OF

SANDWICHES
MILK SHAKES

SOFT DRINKS
COFFEE

Itktjdfa Hamblin
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BG Sans .Andy
IQU $64 Question

IQU

By CHUCK ALBURY

All you chil'un who tramp downtown for your ration of
cinematic "blood and thunder" every weekend were born just
18 years too late. On Thursday, April 16, 1931, there was an By JOHN RADABAUGH
honest-to-goodness grun battle here at the corner of Prospect
A rumor to the affect that Harold Anderson had been ofand Clough Streets with more lead flying around than Johnny
Mack Brown can pump out at the Lyric in two evenings and fered a position at another school caused quite a stir on campus
a matinee.
———^^-^^—^^^—^—^—
this past week. From this talk comes the weekly qu$ry, "How
Here's what happened.
Two
— Sports In Shorts — do you think athletics at Bee Gee would be affected if "Andy"
strange men and two women had
was to resign?"
been noticed spending large sums
of money in Bowling Green stores. By JEANE VOCKE
Tony Santo Maruro, from Buf"I don't think we could get
One of the men answered the defalo, N. Y., in hi* second year ■ long at well without him,' statUniversity of Toledo,
Ohio
scription of William "Billy the
here, concluded it would be very •d Ellie Vance,' a junior from
Killer" Miller, wanted in several Northern, and Ashland College
midwest states for robbery, prison
breaking, nnd the murder of his
own brother.
An alert clerk at Uhlman's store
spotted the two "molls" that
Thursday noon and notified Police
Chief Galliher.
He and Patrolman Castner waited outside till
the women came out and joined
the men on the sidewalk. Then
the cops trailed the quartet to
the Prospect corner where they attempted to search them.
The gunmen scattered, drrwing
two guns each, and the battle was
on. "Killer" Miller was hit almost immediately and took only
one shot before he died. One of
the women was hit in the head and
she went down too.
Miller's c o m p a n i o n , Erank
Mitchell, emptied his pistols at the
policemen, then threw the guns
from him and broke for freedom.
Chief Gullaher chased him through
back yards but Mitchell reached an
auto safely and made his escape.
During the melee, Officer Castner was wounded twice in the abdomen and died MOn after. The
woundetl woman, lleulnh llaird,
was taken to a hospital where she
recovered, and her sister, the
other woman, was captured.
"Billy The Killer" had sworn
that he would never be taken alive
and, in the best gangster tradition,
he kept bis vow' during as hectic
■ noon hour as Bowling Green
lias ever seen.

Adeline McClelland
Gives Speech Today
Adeline McClelland, assistant
professor of speech and director of
the University Speech and Hearing Clinic, will speak before the
Howling Green Exchange Club
Wednesday noon.
She will discuss progress in the speech and
hearing department and the cerebral palsy center that will open at
the university this fall.
From Feb. li to 10 Miss McClelland attended the spring confer-^
ence of the New York State Cerebral Palsy Association and visited
the Children's Rehabilitation Institute in Cockeyesville, Md. where
76 children, victims of cerebral
palsy, are being treated.
On
March IT she visited the Franklin
Co. Palsy Center in Columbus.
Miss McClelland also spoke recently on the university's speech
correction program in Port Clinotn, O. and Rudolph, O.

have been invited to participate in
a Sports Day scheduled for Saturday Activities for the day will include bowling, badminton, and volleyball.
Outing Club
A hike and bike trip has been
scheduled by the Outing Club for
Saturday morning. If you own a
bike or can arrange to go with a
parson who has a hike, sign up in
the Women's Bldg.
Volleyball Tournament
The volleyball tournament for
physical education majors will
start next Monday. In the first
round the freshmen will compete
ngainst the sophomores and juniors against the seniors.
All
games will start at 4 p.m.
Bowling Meet
The inter-campus bowling meet,
sponsored by the bowling club,
will he held April 8 at 4:30 p.m.
All women's organizations are
asked to enter a team of five.
Each team will roll two games, the
team with the highest total of pins
winning. The trophy will be presented that evening.
There is a fee of three dollars
to cover the charge for the alleys.
Team lineups and fees must be
sent to Jan Harvey, Phi Mu House,
by Friday'.
Bowling Club members are not allowed to participate.
Softball Intramurali
Softball intramural competition
is scheduled to begin April 12.
All campus groups are eligible.
Anyone interested must sign up
with the intramural representative this week. Deadline for team
entry sheets will be April 8.

'Stray Greeks' Elect
New Officials

difficult getting another coach of
his ability.
"I don't think," he
said, "we could get another man
that could do as able a job as he

Tony
Emma Lou Castle
Santo Maruro
has done, and I believe our athletic system would suffer greatly
from his loss."
"I don't think he should leave
because he has had such a good
basketball season," was the opinion of freshman Emma Lou
Cattle. Continuing she said, "It
seems to me the team wouldn't do
as well under a new coach be*
cause they're used to Coach Anderson's style of play."
Jim Rentz, a third-year man,
who comes from Shaker Heights,
said, "Probably even if he was to
leave we would keep our name in
basketball for the next few years,
but when the players we have
graduate the school's national
reputation would fall off. This is
because," he said," it is mostly
due to Anderson's reputation that
we have the players we do have
at the present time."
LOSTI Gold Bulova wrisl watch wilh
initials. R. I. E. Reward Call 303 Kohl
Hall. Rita Eagan.

Cleveland Heights.
"I believe,"
■he said, " we will stay among the
leading basketball teams of the
nation if he stays and without him

Jim Rents

Merlin Miller

we might start to slip. If he does
go the university will be losing a
great athletic director."
Meilin Miller, a freshman whose
home is in Luckey, believed "it
probably would hurt, because of
his great ability to lead, which is
shown by his record. He no doubt
would be hard to replace.
Also
it would be difficult to find someone as well liked as he is."

* • •

Rose Collection
Planted At Commons
A rose collection in front of the
Commons includes three pink varieties that hloom from late June to
frost.
On the north and south corners
of the Commons is a variety known
as, "Glorious."
In front of the
walk are roses of the "Mahcl
Sterns" type.
"Crown Jewel"
roses ornament the sides of walks
leading to the Commons.

The recently-established Stray
Greek Association elected officers
for the rest of the school year.
They are: Glenn Rectz, president; Clitford Hoover, vice president; Earl Cranston, secretary;
Bob Loomis, treasurer; Don Vender Ilorst, social chairman; Wayne
Burns, chairman of public relations; Bob Schocnberger, chairman of intramural activities; and
Doug Robertson, historian.

Phys Ed. Meeting
A special meeting of junior and
senior physical science majors will
bo held tomorrow night at 7 in
400S in order to make plans for the
Northwestern Ohio Science Day.

OurdestSeUim/i
PIPE MIXTURE
CMADE "BY

"H.

SVTLIFF

Vary mild, with an aroma that will
tempi the bee from the flowers.
Even women enjoy the pleating
aroma of No.79. ..Try it today.
1H-es..30<

Typewriters

8-ox. .»1.35
16-ox. . *2JO

ROGERS BROS.
135 N. Main

Repaired,

Office Typewriters, Office Supplies and Equip-

7te 4U- Round**

ment, Offset Printing.

In ''WASH-TESTED" KODIAK KLOTH
Wear it, don't spar* it .
this handsome
Kodiak Kloth* jacket that washes beauti-

Econ-O-Print
West Oak Street

What good is a typewriter?

Bowling Green, Ohio

At Ike rlik oi k.ldl.e am
iiihralln evee

HAMBLIN CLEANERS
Phone 14673

YOUR QUALITY CLEANERS

"In By 10:00 A. M., Out By 5:00 P. M.
By Request"

or fit through many washings Elastic waistband. Sixes 36 to 46 in natural, blue grey,
sandune.

PHONE 4061
624 East Wooater St.

fully, gives good service season after seasonl Zelan water resistant, won't low color

It stuoulates creative lltmsetn« uapre™, spelling and pooclunttwi,
Implements memory, encourages
iisjuisse and. why ear*. « eaves
paper.
And what U a good typewriter?
Well we like

SMITH-CORONA
POCTAttl

-

$8.95

CLOTHES STILL MAKE THE MAN

,

THE CAMPUS MENS SHOP
NEAR

>=OST

OPFICE
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FALCONS

Pennisi Tops Scoring With Eighteen;
Lord Flegle, Shuck Tally Ten Each
By JACK SAYLOR

Overcoming a halftime deficit of six points, Capt. Bob
Mason's North squad took the measure of Hal Hunt's Southerners, 58-50, in the Fraternity All-Star game Monday night.
The first half was a nip and tuck affair with the score
being knotted seven times. The South pulled out in the last
five minutes as two pivot shots by Jack Shuck and a set shot
by Bud Flegle gave them a 29-23

By TOM LOOMIS

Senior Cagers Dratted By Pros
The names of John Payak. Emerson Speicher. and Mac Otlen,"
Falcon basketball stars who graduate in June, have appeared on
the draft lists of professional teams and it is very probable
that all three will be cavorting in the ranks of the play for pay
boys next winter.
Payak reportedly has already been given an attractive ofler
from the Philadelphia Warriors of the Basketball Association of
America, who hold the rights to the 6'4" guard. Speicher is in
the process of dickering with Walter Brown of the Boston Garden.
The redhead is slated to go to the Boston Celtics, coached by
Doggie Julian. Otten has been claimed by Indianapolis and if
Big Mac decides to try his luck there could be three Falcons with
the pros.

Industrial Jobs Beckon
It may be that any or all members of the trio will consider
positions with industrial concerns in which they can perform jobs
in the business world and at the same time play basketball for
the company teams. Whatever course of action the boys take,
we feel that their chances of success are large. These three athletes, among the very best ever produced at Bowling Gren, stand
out also as excellent examples of the kind of men who indulge in
intercollegiate sports.
Irv some quarters the college athlete has been looked down
upon as a person who is necessary to maintain the prestige of the
school, but who isn't mentally and morally at the level of the
man who spends all his time studying. This belief is rapidly being disproven and there is no better evidence of it than the three
players in question. The "athletic bum" is a thing of the past.
The value of sports can readily be seen right here at Bee Gee in
the products it turns out. Hats are off to Johnny Payak, Emerson
son Speicher, and Mac Otten—athletes, scholars, and gentlemen.

Exit Morningside—Enter Rider. Mt. Union
Amid the clamor of the change from winter to spring sports,
a fall endeavor, football, comes into the public eye for a brief
moment with Ihe announcement of the 1949 gridiron schedule.
Actually the schedule is little different from the one Bee Gee
breezed through last year, losing no games while being held to
one tie. Mt. Union and Eastern Kentucky return after many years'
absence during which the Falcon teams have become better while
they have remained in the lower bracket of college elevns.
Rider College (of New Jersey, that is) will open the year in a
little scrimmage on the local turf. Perhaps i! is a good policy to
play a great many games in which we are sure to win. Undefeated seasons (even of Ihis type) always look good in the books.
We still can't help thinking that the fans are owed just a little bit
more than the present schedule promises.

Support Spring Sports
With practice in full swing in baseball, track, golf, and ten
nis the interest of the fans has shifted away from basketball. This
year, veteran squads are representing the school in each sport
and promise to maintain what has been the best Falcon athletic
year to date. Let's get out and back the teams.

Northerners Beat Rebels
In Frat All-Star Game

Football Slate
Has Newcomers
JACK MERCER receives two bowling trophies from Al Stevens.
Jack won the awards for individual bowling honors.

SAE Tops High Series
Record On Final Night
The last pin fell Friday night as Sigma Alpha Epsilon
fraternity rolled its way to the championship in the Interfraternity Bowling League. SAE took three points from Sigma
Nu, last year's winner, to cop the laurels for the 1948-49 bowling season.
Kappa Sigma split with Pi Kappa Alpha and in the process gathered in the second place
spot. In other matches on the final night of iho "pin tourney" Uelta Tau Delta rolled over the Phi
Delts to win four points, I'i Theta
took three from Alpha Tau Omega, and Theta Chi won four points
from Sigma Chi on a forfeit.
The final match brought a new
three-game series record to the
SAEs; their total of 2557 is a
league mnrk.
High team game
for the season went to Kappa Sigma with a q2l>. .lack Mercer, of
the SAE squad walked off with
two honors: an individual high
three-gaiiK' series of 007, and an
individual high single game mark
of 210.
Individual high average for the
season was taken by Charlie Shaie
of Sigma Chi with his 170.07 average. Runner-up for the season
average honors was Des Devinc of
Sigma Nu, who accumulated a
168.48 average.

- Goll Schedule April
22
73
27
29
30
Mny
3
12
13
16

AT TOLEDO
Ohio Wi.«!..y.m HEM:
AT MICHIGAN NORMAL
AT OHIO WESLEYAN
AT OHIO UNIVERSITY

Toledo HERE
Wayne HERE
AT IOHN CARROLL
OHIO INTERCOLLEGIATE MEET AT
COLUMBUS
20 lohn Cartol HERE
21 Michigan Normal HERE
AT WAYNE

Falcons Select
Rival Squad
IMnyws from every sect ion of
the nation were named to the
Bowling Green All-Opponent team
released today.
Kentucky. San
Francisco, St. Louis, Holy Cioss.
and Loyola of Chicnpo all placed
olio man on the first live chosen
hy Ihe Kaleon players.
Ralph Heard, the only unanimous choice of the 11 Mee (lee
capers, led the great Kentucky
team to a two point victory over
flie Falcons on Jan. II.
The
Wildcats wire named the Most
Outstanding team faced during
the season.
Don LofgrSAi Frisco ace who
almost
Blnglehandedly
knocked
Bowlinp Green out of the National
Invitational Tournament, was second i" the voting with nine. Ihis a forward.
The llillikins' All-Amei ican, Ed
Mueauley, nailed down the center
berth by virtue of his excellent
but futile efforts as the Falcons
upset St. Louis in the NIT quarter-finals. He had five first team

By BOB SULLIVAN
Last week the Athletic Office
made known the HUH seheule for
Coach Bob Whittaker's ninth
Bowling Green football team.
However little was said about the
coming opponents,
A newcomer to the Bowling
Green gridiron on Sept. 24, is
Rider College of Trenton, N. J.
Last year they finished the season
with six wins against three losses,
their most impresaive win being
over CCNY, 411-6.
Although little is known about
the team from Trenton, they are
not expected to burn up the Bowling Green field. They were put on
the schedule in order to loosen up
the team, and should serve their
purpose well.
The other two newcomers to the
Bowling Green schedule are Mt.
Union and Eastern Kentucky.
The Mt. Union game will be
played Nov. 12 at Alliance, 0.,
while Eastern Kentucky will travel here for the closing game on
Nov. II".
Both arc former opponents, as
Mt. Union appeared on the schedule in 1984 and Eastern Kentucky
in I'.HH.
Mt. Union finished the season
last year with five wins against
four losses, hut with a strong
freshman team, figures to advance
in the win column.
The boys from Richmond, Ky„
wound up the season last year with
eight wins and three losses. Eastern's losses were to Xavier 31-0,
Evansville l>-0, and Western Kentacky 14-13.
votes.
Boh Cousy, Holy Cross sharpshooter, was installed at a guard
spot and .lack Kerris, Loyola mainstay, was named to the final forward slot.
The second string consisted of
Wnh Wah Jones of Kentucky,
Paul Unruh of Bradley, Johnny
(livens of Western Kentucky,
Charley Cooper of Duqucsne, and
Alex (iroza of Kentucky.

How much /i/M can you cram info a record?

advantage at the intermission.
Rocky Appicello, Bob DePctro,
and Jim Stull brought the North
hack into the game as the second
canto got underway and Ed Olszewski gave them a momentary
lead With a set shot from the side.
Phil Line flipped in a hook shot
to make the count 37-30 for the
South but John Pennisi drove
under the hoop and made a spectacular underhand layup and the
North was back in front.
Hunt's "Rebels" fought back as
a layup by Shuck, two baskets and
a free throw by Flegle plus a onehander hy Bill Bishop put the
South back in the van, 4&-40.
It was a last gesture as Bob Mason, who did a fine job of rebounding for his team, tallied twice and
another Pennisi layup gave the
North the lead, 40-45. Ed Lord
countered with a South bucket,
but Pennisi then potted a set shot
and the Northerners were in front
to stay.
Pennisi ljd the scorers with 1H
points, only two of which were
made on the set shots for which he
is famed. Bob Mason added nine
for the North, Shuck, Flegle, and
Lord each netted 10 for the South.

Andy Places
In Scribes' Poll
Harold Anderson, Bowling
Green basketball mentor, finished
fifth in the Coach of the Year
nominations released recently by
New York's Metropolitan Basketball Writers' Association.
Hank Iba, Oklahoma A&M head
man, won the annual award followed closely in the voting by
San Francisco's Pete Newell. Iba
had 77 points to Ncwell's 74.
Adolph Rupp, Kentucky, was
third with 22, and Harry Combes,
Illinois, fourth with nine.
Anderson's six points rated him
ahead of such outstanding coaches
as Howard Hobson of Yale, Cliff
Welles of Tulane, Forrest Anderson of Bradley, Tom Haggcrty of
Loyola, and Ed Hickey of St. Louis.
This, the sixth season at the Bee
Gee helm for Andy, saw him bring
his Falcon team to Madison Square
Garden for a fifth try at the NIT
title.

TENNIS
RACQUET
RESTRINGING

Hear
musical kidding in
"SUNFLOWER"

48 Hour Service

(aa RCA Viotor Relaau)

and you'll know!

RAYMOND'S
Sweet Shop

You'll have a lot of fun with Ray
McKinley, his band and his vocalist
serving up a platterful of "corn" for
your listening and dancing pleasure.
Yes! Ray knows about musical pleasure—and smoking pleasure, tool Aa
Ray beats it out on his drums —
"Camels are a great cigarette—they're
mild and full-flavored I"

HowAf/W can a cigarette be?
Smoke Camels for 30 days — and you'll know/
In a recent coast-to-coast test of hundreds of men and
women who smoked only Camels for 30 days-an
average of one to two packs a day—noted throat specialists, after making weekly examinations, reported
NOT ONI SIMOLE CASE OP THROAT IRRITATION
DUI TO SMOKING

Sammy's
Shoe Repair

Camel mildness for roam* la
t.tYafMjr afjljrf «—"•""••• T-Zoue." T for run, T for throw, if. at aa*
time, TOO are not convinced that Camels are the mildest cigarette rou've ever smoked,
return the package with the unused Camels and roe will receive its full purchase price,
Skat postage. (Sipud) H. J. Reynolds Tobacco Compeer, Winston-Salem. North r-.~oi—
......)'.-.

"**e

Across From Kohl Hall

Spring Sports Take Over Bee Gee Athletic Spotlight
Baseball, Golf, Tennis, and
Track Programs To Begin 0
With the call of "play ball!"
just two weeks away, the mentor*
of the Bowling Green baseball
club, Coach Warren Steller and
Assistant Coach Roy Lee, must
begin the dreaded duty of cutting
the squad down to 25 player*.
One of the largest turnout* of
potential baseball ability in recent
years is an indication of the tremendous task they face. Lee, who
is in charge of the Falcon mound
corps, must reduce the enormous
squad of 25 hurlers to eight, the
amount that the team will carry.
The "new look" in the Falcon*'
outfield should prove an asset to
the club, providing that Coach
Steller can come up with several
portsided pull hitters to aim for
the new Fine Arts Bldg. The new
right field boundary, which "is just
a short distance behind first base,"
should be a hitter'* paradise. This
is especially so for left handed
swingers like ahorUtop Glenn Honner, and Paul Krotzer, a catching
newcomer, who has 210 pounds to
put behind the ball.
Plans have been mude to instull
a *now fence around the outfield
to mark off the playing area. The
fence is to start at the backstop
and continue to the right field foul
pole which will be located about
30 feet in front of the building.
From there it will extend around
center increasing the playing area
until it reaches the left field foul
pole.
According to Coach Lee, any
ball hit over the fence on a
bounce will be an automatic
ground rule double.
When the
ball clear* the fence on a fly it
will be good for a home run, unless a different agreement is made
by both teams before the game.

Cunningham Is
New Qoll Coach
Bowling Green's golf team under its newly-appointed coach,
Don Cunningham, will swing into
action with the first match taking
place within three weeks.
Cunningham, who ha* succeeded Fred Marsh as Bee Gee's golf
mentor, announced a 12 game
schedule for the Orange and
Brown yesterday. Included is the
Ohio Intercollegiate Tournament
held at Columbus May IB. This
meet is sponsored by Ohio State
and attracts all of the better
schools in Ohio. Each school is

allowed four entrants. Bee Gee
finished sixth in the meet last year.
There will be five matches here
at Bowling Green, each will be
played at the Bowling Green
Country Club, and seven matche*
at the home of the opponents.
The first match will be a home engagement with the Toledo University team, April 22.
Coach Cunningham stated that
he had three lettcrmen returnee*
from last year's squad, Capt. Moe
Seiplc, Hooper Jones, and Chuck
Hunter.
He i», however, very
anxious to acquire new talent and
has scheduled a meeting today at
4 p.m. in 103 Men's Gym for the
purpose of meeting new candidate*.
Last year's team had a record,
of six win* and five losses. Four
player* from that squad have been
lost through graduation and new
swingers must be able to fill their
shoes.
The team will start working out
on the course here on campus
within a few day* and from these
workouts Cunningham will trim
it down to a workable squad.

Parker To Coach
Varsity Net Team
c

Parker
Coach Clyde
nonuces that all tennis prospects
should renort for practice at i p.m.
in Room 108 of the Men's Gym today. The first match will be in
two weks at Ohio Wesleyan.
The new roach, who spends
most of his time in the Journalism
Dept., returns to the coaching
lines following a two year layoff
during which he was working on
his doctor* degree.
Prof. Parker will conch and se
lect the men who will play in the
matches, hut Dr. .1. Coffey will accompany the team on trips.
Returning to form a nucleus for
this year's team are lettcrmen
Jack Marine, Boh ('alias. Jim GelMr, Harry Thomasen, and Bill
Pickett.
The schedule;

BEE GEE NEWS

Coach Dave Matthew* will unveil
the '49 edition of the Bowling
Green track team when the varsity
is pitted against the frosh this
Saturday afternoon at 2 p.m.
Probable line-ups for the 13
events are as follows:
100-yd dash
Varsity: Bob Zimmerman Ueilerman.
10.7 seconds); Bill Jordan (10.1). possibly Bob Long.
Frosh: Mai Conner (9.8): lerry Nou
(9.9): VanderHorst (9.9): Eh|ah Crano
(10 1): Dick Reed (10.2).
720 yd dash.
Varsity: Zimmerman (22.2): lordan (22.3):
Long (21.4).
Frosh: Conner (21 7): Noss (21.8): Van
derHoret 122.0): Crane (22 3): Reerf
(228).
Mile run
Varsity: Bob Weaver llelleiiuan. 4 mm
38 set): Bob Mlckels (letter, «:3B)

Share Scores 521 Points
To Break Gray's Record

I'rosh: Prank Kilgore (4:28). Lee Pate
4:33): und Nelson Delwile. (4:32)
440yd. dash

Varsity: Long (48.5): Chas. Mosloli (lei
ler, 50.5); and Ernie lackson (52).
Fiosh: Lloyd Potrln (499): Miko Flan
nery (51.6); Horb Bnmk (50.5); lee
Pale (51.7)
880yd run
Varslly: Weaver (2 mtnulesl: Molycka
(2:05); Bill Hull (letler. 1:59).
Frosh: Kilgoro (7:01): Palo 2:011; Delwilor (1:58)
2 mile luii
Varsity: Bruce Oliver (10:38). Mirkels
(10:45).
Frosh: Kilgoro (10:10); Pole (9:57);
Dolwiler (10:15)
170 yd high hurdles
Varslly: Ray Wtnklor (letter. 16.2);
Chuck Woodllll
Frosh: Ray Btidor. Rill H-ldon
220-yd. low hurdles
Varsity: Winkler (26 2). Woodllll 126.5).
Don Sazima (letter); lim Sin.thy (let
tcr).
Frosh: Badar (76 0); llotden.
Mini put
Varslly: Slan Weber Holler. 47'9"1:
Bruce King (letler, 468"), Bill Hungling Holler, 4511'); Harry j"o» (44).
Frosh: lohn Yackey; Bulson.
Discus
Varsity: Weber (136 1. King II
Hunghng (127).
Trosh: Not known.
High lump
Varsity: lack FUchrapp Heller. VII )
Frosh: Don Turner (6'1"), Vornnu
Slroud (•"1").
Polo vault
Varslly: lull Whillakei llellri. I3"3"l.
|lm Bores (I1'6): Bob Schlea (III
Frosh: Don Sweol (17) Idly Webb.
Loruesl Scalf.
Bioad lump
Varsity: Inn Whlllakor (27/8").
Frosh: Unknown.

Charlie Share, Bowling Green's
towering center, added two more
honors to his already bulging list
this week.
He was named by his teammates
to receive the Most Valuable Player Award and final statint.es
showed that he owned the school's
all-season scoring record.
The 6'11" former Cincinnati
Weitern Hill* performer toseed in
521 point* in 31 |imn.
This
mark surpass** the 503 counteri
made by Wyndol Gray during the
regular iraion of 1942-43. Harold
Anderson's first year as Bee Gee's
hardwood chief.
Share tallied
446 in the 27 season games but
added 75 in the NIT.
This makes the second year that
the Cincinnati lad haa led the Falcon scoring column. Last season
he counted 367. His three year
total is 1134, only 178 short of
Don Otten's four year mark of
1312.
Share also racked up a very impressive --In imin average from
the Held, hitting .471, a mark

Treat yourself to our
Hamburgers
Sandwiches
(All varieties)

Hot Dogs
Pop Corn

7
10
13
14
IB
21
?3

OHIO WESLEYAN
a) Michigan Nomvil
at Toledo
WAYNE
al Konyon
MICHIGAN NOHMAI
al Wayne
al Detroit

TO OUR FALCONS . . .
Our boys lost to Frisco in the NIT Tournamentbut never before in all New York basketball history has
a team been accorded the respect anil admiration aa our

'I like Chesterfield's
MILDER, better taste.

It's MY cigarette."

team.
Regardless of ones location, the prevailing conversation was about the Bee Gee team. They were praised for
their sportsmanship, their ability to take it and offering
no alibies in losing the game.
Andy and the boy* are fighters.
next year and win—all the way.

STARRING IN

"FLAMINGO ROAD"
A MICHAEL CURTIZ PRODUCTION

They arc going hack

RELEASED BY WARNER BROS,

We went to New York, we saw New York, we lost the
game but gained something in the hearts of everyone.
Lots of luck next year boys.

MAX LEITMAN
Clat$ of '30

EAT AT

ADAH'S KITCHEN
115 West Merry Ave.

FINE HOME COOKED FOODS
STEAKS — CHOPS — FISH

SPECIALS
MONDAYS—Mock Duck
TUESDAYS—Italian Spaghetti
WEDNESDAYS—Hungarian Goolash
THURSDAYS—Chow Mein and Chop Suey
SUNDAYS—Friad Spring Chicken
Special* alto served to take out
OATIRING PARTY SERVICE
Open from 10 a.m. to 11 p.m.
Shop at tin

Bee Gee Delicatessen & Carryout
maintained in connection with

ADAH'S KITCHEN
Largo attortmmt of Quality DoHeatotttn Foodt and
Liquid R*frikm*»U
OiulelieMe.Leset.ei

Candy

Open 11 s.m. - 11 p.m.

al Ohio Wesleyun
KENYON
TOLEDO
Delrotl

which should place him among the
nation's top leaders in this depaitment.
Mac Otten, who was Share's lug
contender for the valuable player
award, was second in the scoring
column with HOT. Otten, one of
the three seniors on the squad,
made 81*1 points for the Howling
Green cause in his three years <>f
play. He was the recipient of the
Most Valuable Player Award for
the past two seasons.
In All-Opponent teams announced to date Share has been
named to the first string of Dayton,
Toledo, Hillsdale, LaSalle. and
Kent. He was also put on the second All-NIT combine.
The big pi»ot man was chosen
for All-American honorable mention by Associated Press, United

for

.

Easter

HUT

April
16
Ti
26
30
May
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Track Meet Set
For Saturday

GREETING CARDS
SCHOOL SUPPI.IKS
DECORATIONS
STATIONERY
NOVELTIES
CANDY
GIFTS
"Ciirth in mitl look imiiind,
yon nrv nliivtys u-tlcoiw."

Press, Sporting News, and other
top flight authorities.
Otten was named to the LaSalle
All-Opponent quintet and the Toledo second team.
The Falcon
captain, an All-NTT first string selection, was also honorably mentioned by Dayton. He, too, was
given All-American mention.
Kent mentioned seniors Red
Speicher and John Payak in their
lists and John Carroll selected
Speicher as a first team guard.
Moth of these schools nominated
Bee Gee as the outstanding opponent they faced.
Guard Bob Long was put on the
Marquette first team and received
honorable mention from Toledo.
Otten and Share both were
named to International
News
Service's
All-Ohio team
with
Speicher and Long nailing down
second string berths.

HOME LAUNDRY
AND
DRY CLEANERS
Your wardrobe worries are over, look
smarter after we process your clothing.
"A Complete
Service"
166 W. Wooster St.
Phone 2981

